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USD/PKR Forward PremiumsColumn1 .2 .3

PERIOD SWAP
Change 

in 

Premium

Swap 

Implied 

PKR Yield 
1-WEEK 0.1088      (0.0028) 5.8%

2-WEEK 0.2075      (0.0100) 5.3%

1-MONTH 0.4350      (0.0450) 5.2%

2-MONTH 0.8950      (0.0025) 5.8%

3-MONTH 1.3000      -    5.6%

4-MONTH 1.6600      (0.0250) 5.1%

5-MONTH 2.0400      (0.0150) 5.0%

6-MONTH 2.4400      (0.0100) 5.5%

12-MONTH 4.6500      -    5.6%
 

 
 

Money Market 22-Feb-16

KIBOR PKRV

1Month 6.53% 6.49%

3Month 6.56% 6.50%

6Month 6.62% 6.52%

12Month 6.91% 6.57%

PIB'S Auction Date

Tenor 28-Jan-16 22-Feb-16

Cut Off Yeilds Bid/Ask

2Years - 6.30/25

3Years 6.5002% 6.40/35

5Years 7.5484% 7.00/6.95

10Years 8.8509% 8.45/40

T-Bills Auction Date

Tenor 18-Feb-16 22-Feb-16

Cut Off Yeilds Bid/Ask

3Months 6.2144% 6.21/15

6Months 6.2239% 6.22/18

12Months 6.2419% 6.22/17  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

FX – INTERBANK RATE: 

22-F
eb

OPEN HIGH LOW CLOSE
Last Day 

Close

READY 104.85 104.87 104.84 104.84 104.78
 

 

 Forecast for tomorrow: 
As per today’s activity, we expect the market to continue to trade within the 

range of 104.80/104.90  

FX MARKET:  

 The exchange rate managed slight gains today as payment pressure lead to 

demand for the greenback. 

 Swaps moved lower today, with premiums moving lower across the board. The 

market appears to be moving in a band of 5-7paisa’s where demand and supply 

appear to be the driving force for the daily fluctuations. With the exchange rate 

stable, the current swap premiums are already trading at their highs and hence 

are susceptible to sharp downward movements if foreign inflows do not 

materialize as the market has been expecting lately. 

 SBP released the data of Current Account (CA) Deficit for the month ended 

January, 2016. According to SBP, CA Deficit figure posted increase by $172mn 

from the previous month $438mn to $610mn. For 7MFY16, CA Deficit declined 

by $605mn as compared to the same period of previous fiscal year $2.64bn to 

$2.03bn. The figure of CA Deficit made by following data: Trade Deficit plunged 

by $683mn from $12.75bn to $12.07bn, Primary Income rose by $98mn from 

$2.69bn to $2.79bn while the balance of Secondary Income was up by $21mn 

from $12.81bn to $12.83bn.   

 SBP also revealed the data of Trade Deficit) for the month ended January, 2016. 

According to SBP, Trade Deficit fell by $257mn from previous month $2.07bn to 

$1.82bn. For 7MFY16, Trade Deficit (Goods and Services) plunged by $683mn as 

compared to the same period of last fiscal year $12.75bn to $12.07bn. Trade 

deficit (Goods) fell by $137mn from $10.93bn to $1.79bn while trade deficit 

(Services) declined by $546mn from $1.82bn to $1.27bn.       

MONEY MARKET:  

 Today MM initiated at 6.00%-6.25% and traded whole day in the range of 

6.00%-6.20% and expected to close at same.   

 Today in bond secondary market, when issue is traded at following levels: 3-

Years at 6.40/33, 5-Years at 7.02/6.95 and 10-Years at 8.50/45 respectively.   

 

 

 

COMMODITY MARKET:  

 GOLD: Gold traded lower amid ongoing speculation the Federal Reserve could 

delay the pace of its tightening for the remainder of 2016. Yellow metal is 
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